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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Banach Fixed Point Theorem guarantees that a contraction map 
defined on a complete metric space has a unique fixed point. A similar 
theorem does not hold in a complete probabilistic metric space (PM 
space). The problem is that the triangle function in such a space is often 
not strong enough to guarantee that the sequence of iterates of a point 
under a contraction map is a Cauchy sequence [ 111. In particular, con- 
traction maps on complete E-spaces (or, equivalently, pseudo-metrically 
generated spaces), may not have fixed points. Several authors have studied 
this problem, and essentially two different approaches have been pursued. 
One is to identify those triangle functions which are strong enough to 
guarantee that the sequence of iterates of a point is a Cauchy sequence. 
This was done in [3]. However, the results do not include E-spaces, since 
rw does not belong to this class of triangle functions. 
The other is to modify the original definition of a contraction map. This 
was done by Hicks in [4]; and subsequently, Radu [7] showed that such 
contraction maps on complete E-spaces always have a unique fixed point. 
However, as shown by Schweizer, Sherwood, and the author [S], a 
contraction map in Hicks’s sense is in fact a contraction map on a related 
metric space. 
The approach introduced in this paper is to impose a growth condition 
on the distance distribution functions (ddfs). In Theorem 2.6 we show that 
if the growth condition is satisfied, then for a large class of triangle func- 
tions, including t w, contraction maps on complete PM spaces have unique 
fixed points. Since E-spaces are PM spaces under zw, this result is strong 
enough to include them. In particular, this condition is satisfied whenever 
the first moment of each of the ddfs is finite. 
We summarize the essential background material here. For a complete 
discussion see [9]. 
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A distance distribution ,function (ddf) is a non-decreasing, left-continuous 
function F R + --, [0, 11, such that F(0) = 0. The set of all such functions is 
called A +, and included in A+ is the function 
&O(X) = 
i 
0, for x=0; 
1, for x>O. 
A sequence of ddfs { Fm }F= , converges weakly to a ddf F if the sequence 
of real numbers {F,,(x)},“=, converges to F(x) at each continuity point, x, 
of F. The set A + is partially ordered by F 6 G if F(x) 6 G(x) for all x 3 0. 
The set D+ is the set of all non-defective ddfs; i.e., a function F in A + is 
in D+ if lim.,, F(x)= 1. 
A triangle function, T, is a binary operation on A+ which is associative, 
commutative, has s0 as identity, and is non-decreasing in each place. 
A triangle function t, is stronger than a triangle function z2 if s,(F, G) 2 
z,(F, G) for every F and G in A’. A triangle function is continuous if it is 
continuous in the topology of weak convergence on A +. 
A t-norm is a binary operation on [0, l] that is associative, 
commutative, has 1 as identity, and is non-decreasing in each place. 
A continuous t-norm, T, is Archimedean if for each a in (0, 1 ), T(a, a) < a. 
Examples of t-norms are Min(a, 6) = Minimum(a, b), 7c(a, b) = ab, and 
W(a, 6) = Maximum(a + b - 1,O). While M, rc, and W are all continuous, 
only rc and W are Archimedean. A continuous t-norm T can always be 
used to construct a continuous triangle function rr. Let F and G be in A +; 
then 
tT(F, G)(x) = sup{ T(F(ax), G(fix) ( CY + b = 1). 
Let S be a non-empty set, z a triangle function, and F a mapping from 
SxS into A+ (for p, q in S denote F(p, q) by F,,). The triple (S, F, t ) is 
a probabilistic metric space (PM space) if for all p, q, and r in S 
F,, = 80 if and only if p = q; 
F,, 3 7(Fprr F,,). 
Let { p,,}z= , be a sequence of points in S. A sequence converges to p in S, 
if for each t > 0, there is a positive integer N such that Fpnp( t) > 1 - t for 
n > N, and is a Cauchy sequence, if for each t > 0 there is a positive integer 
N such that FP,,P,_ (t) > 1 - t for all n, m > N. A PM space is complete if 
every Cauchy sequence converges. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
For each real number a in (0, 1 ), let the function j, : R + -+ R + be given 
by jJx) = x/a. The following definition of a contraction map was given by 
Sehgal and Bharucha-Reid in [lo], where they also proved Theorem 2.1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (S, F, z) be a PM space. A mapping M: S -+ S is a 
contraction map on S if there is an a in (0, 1) such that 
F M(p)M(yWpyrL~ for every p, q in S. 
The number a is called a contraction constant for M. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (S, F, z) be a PM space. If the range of F is contained 
in D+, then a contraction map on S has at most one fixed point. 
Schweizer and Sklar show in [9, p. 2041 that if the range of F is not 
contained in D +, then contraction maps can have more than one fixed 
point. Consequently, in the remainder of this paper we shall assume that 
the range of F is contained in D+ and that r maps D+ x D+ into D+. 
The following definition was given by Sherwoord in [ 111, where he also 
proved Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let M be a contraction map on (S, F, z), let p,, be in 
S, and let p,7=M(p,p,) for n> 1. For each x in R+ let 
G,(x) = inf{ FpUPn(x) 1 n is a positive integer 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose (S, F, z) is a PM space and that z is continuous. 
Let M be a contraction map on S. Zf there is a p0 in S such that 
sup{G,,(x) ) x ZO} = 1, then M has a unique fixed point. 
Let r be a triangle function and let {F,} ,“= i be a sequence of functions 
in A+. Let T’F,=T(F,,F,) and let T~F,=T(T”-‘F,, F,,,,). Since z is 
non-decreasing in each place, the weak limit of z”F, as n approaches cc 
exists, and we call this limit z=F,. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (S, F, T) be a PM space, M a contraction map on S 
with contraction constant cc, and p an element of S. If T~(F~~(~,o j,-l) is in 
D+, then sup{ G,(x) ) x 2 0) = 1. 
Functions of the form ~~~~ play a central role in our study of fixed 
points. In [6] Moynihan proved several theorems concerning these 
functions which are of direct use to us. We summarize these in Theorems 
2.4 and 2.5. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let {F,} ,“= , he a sequence in D +, and let T he an 
Archimedean t-norm. Then either z?F, is identicall,v 0 or is in D + 
THEOREM 2.5. Let {F,}~! 1 be a sequence in D+. Then z,“F, is identicallq 
0 if and only if t $ Fj is identically 0. 
We now prove 




In(u) dF(u) < co. (1) 
1 
Proof: Since 7c is an Archimedean t-norm, we use Theorem 2.4 to show 
that G is in D+ by exhibiting an x in R + such that G(x) > 0. To this end, 
note that since G is in A+, G has at most a countable number of 
discontinuities. At a continuity point, x, of G we have 
G(X) =!~~, SUP ir F(Bix/a’~ ’ 
/=I 
(2) 
Let 6 be in (a, 1). Since F is non-decreasing and since Cz 1 ( 1 - 6)6’-’ = 1, 
it follows from (2) that 
,c, F(x/& ‘) > G(x) > fi F(( 1 - 6) x/@/6)‘-‘). (3) 
i= I 
Next, since F is in D +, there are uncountably many values of y such that 
F(y) > 0. For any such y and for any CJ in (0, l), consider ni? I F(y/a’- ‘). 
We shall show this infinite product is positive if and only if (1) holds. 
This combined with (3) and Theorem 2.4 will prove the lemma, since both 
CI and x//6 are in (0, 1). 
Suppose F(‘(y) > 0 and CJ is in (0, 1). Let 
s(t) = 
1 
0, if t<l; 
1-I ya 3 if t>l. 
Since 0 < cr < 1 and F is in D+, Fo g is in D+. It follows from [S, p. 220, 
Th. 41 that 
jflIFog(i)>O ifandonlyif f,(l-Fog(i))<m, 
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and by the integral test for convergence of series, this series is finite if and 
only if 
I = Cl-Fog(t)]dt<a. 0 
By [2, p. 150, Lemma 1] 
[l-Fog(t)]dt<c~ if and only if s cc t dF(g(t)) < oo. (4) 0 
Letting u = g(z) in the right hand side of (4) yields 
jm t dF(g(t)) = F(y) + jm Cl - W(u) - Wy)YW~)l dF(u). (5) 
1 1 
Since F is in D+, the right hand side of (5) is finite if and only if (1) holds, 
and the lemma is proved. 
Since W is an Archimedean t-norm, an immediate consequence of the 
preceding lemma and Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 is 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let F be in D +. Then z$(Fo j,,-1) is in D+ ifand only 
if ( 1) holds. 
We now prove the major result of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (S, F, t) be a complete PM space. Suppose t is 
continuous and is stronger than zw. If for all p, q in S (1) holds with F 
related with Fry, then any contraction map M on S has a unique fixed point. 
Proof By Theorem 2.1, if A4 has a fixed point, then it is unique. Let p 
be in S and let 01 be a contraction constant for M. By Lemma 2.1, 
?p(FpMC,)o j,,+,) is in D+, and by Corollary 2.1, r $( FpMCp) 0 j,, I ) is in D + . 
Since z is stronger than 7w, TOC(FPpMo,)O j,,-1) is in D+. Thus, by 
Theorem 2.3, sup{G,(x) 1 x 3 0) = 1. Whence, by Theorem 2.2, M has a 
fixed point and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let (S, F, 7) be a complete PM space. Suppose 7 is 
continuous and is stronger than zw. If for all p, q in S the first moment of 
Fry is finite, then any contraction map on S has a unique fixed point. 
Proof Let p, s be in S and 
L?(x) = 
i 
x- 1, for xd I; 
W), for x> 1. 
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Clearly g is concave, and thus by the Jensen Inequality [2] 
joK g(x) qx/b) 6 g (J; x dF&) < co, 
> 
whence (1) holds with F replaced with F,,,. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose (S, F, t) is a complete E space (equivalently, a 
pseudo metrically generated space). If for all p, q in S, (1) holds with F 
replaced with Fpy, then any contraction map on S has a unique fixed point. 
Proof E spaces are always PM spaces under rw, and the range of F for 
an E space is always contained in D+ [9, p. 143, Th. 9.1.21. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let (S, F, *) (the triangle ,function * is convolution) be 
a complete Wald space. Suppose the range of F is contained in D +. If for all 
p, q in S (1) holds with F replaced with Fpy, then any contraction map on S 
has a unique fixed point. 
Proof: By [9, p. 127, Th. 8.1.81 every Wald space is a PM space under 
r, which is stronger than rw. 
Similar corollaries can be established for random metric spaces, 
W-spaces, and distribution generated spaces. See [9] for details. 
Corollary 2.2 has a special interpretation for uniform random metric 
spaces (or equivalently, canonical E spaces or pseudo metrically generated 
spaces). In this case there is an underlying probability space so that for p, q 
in S there is a random variable Xp, which is interpreted as the distance 
between p and q. The cumulative distribution function for X,, is Fr,,. Thus 
for such spaces Corollary 2.2 implies that if the expected distance between 
any pair of points is finite, then contraction maps on such spaces have 
unique fixed points. 
Finally, we note that Theorem 2.6 is the best-possible result. This is 
shown by [ 11, Theorems 3.5 and 3.61. 
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